Steamboat Springs, CO
Position is open until filled with a priority deadline of

July 7, 2021
Candidate materials are reviewed on an ongoing basis and
initial interviews will begin in late June.

The Craig-Scheckman Family Foundation (CSFF) is seeking an experienced and impact driven
individual to help build relationships with funding partners (grantees) and community leaders in
order to improve pathways towards equitable access to health and quality of life for individuals in
Northwest Colorado (Routt County).
This is a unique opportunity to join a devoted and passionate private family foundation team poised
for growth and even greater impact. CSFF is at an exciting moment where the right individual,
working closely with both the staff and board, will be able to play a pivotal role in helping guide the
work of the foundation and influence in the community.

Submit a cover letter and resume to search@whiteriverstrategy.com
Know someone who would be a great fit? Refer a friend

The Craig-Scheckman Family Foundation (CSFF) is a small private
family foundation located in Steamboat Springs, Colorado. The
foundation was founded in 2005 and looks to significantly increase the
depth and breadth of its funding impact over the next decade.

CSFF engages with communities to equip them with the tools necessary
to improve pathways towards equitable access to wellness and quality
of life.

CSFF aspires to be an enduring catalyst in supporting innovative and
collaborative solutions to address complex social, economic, and
environmental issues.
CSFF believes in creating genuine systems change at the local
community level through a collective grassroots approach involving all
stakeholders, including city and county government, large and small
businesses, nonprofits, and key leaders working in partnership at the
regional, state, and national level. Our work can only be accomplished
through the building and cultivation of trusted and respected
partnerships.
Every strategy, assessment, decision, or action is guided by our
Core Values
Advocacy – Increasing awareness and action through
community dialogue and problem-solving effectuates
progressive change.
Partnership – Working purposefully with others generates
positive transformation through a shared combination of
experience, knowledge, and assets.
Impact – A just and sustainable future is best realized through
meaningful and measurable outcomes.

Our goal is to help organizations learn, adapt, and respond rapidly to varying community needs. We
encourage high levels of collective thinking, creating long-term systemic change, and addressing
solutions to complex issues.
CSFF provides multi-year capacity funding through enhanced partnerships to address various
community needs. Funding projects and initiatives focus on particular areas of interest and foster
collaborative efforts between public, private, and nonprofit sectors.
The Youth Advocacy Project (YAP) champions community partnerships that create equitable
opportunities in health, education, and well-being for youth and families to achieve their optimal
potential.
CSFF is actively looking to expand our reach into new areas of need within the community in the
coming years. We are currently developing relationships with local entities to assess and understand
environmental needs in Northwest Colorado with the intent of launching an Environmental
Project in 2023.
In 2020, CSFF completed extensive renovations to its new office which will also serve as a gathering
space for our thought partners addressing community issues.
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To read more about history of CSFF and the foundation’s priorities, please visit our website:
https://csff.org/

The Opportunity
The Impact Officer role is the next significant expansion of the CSFF team. It is a unique position for
an impact expert to play a pivotal role in a growing foundation. We are looking for someone who
embodies our core values - advocacy, partnership, and impact - and wants to embed themselves into
the community. We are seeking an individual who wants to strive for lasting positive change on our
most pressing systemic issues. We believe deeply in making decisions based on data and are looking
for someone who can bring that rigor to our foundation and community.
We are a close-knit team with deep ties to the Yampa Valley and believe fully in the potential of the
community to bring about change. We are also a place-based foundation, and our work and culture
are influenced by our home - Northwest Colorado, specifically Routt County. Our county is diverse ranging from the resort town of Steamboat Springs to the agricultural and mining/energy communities
of South Routt and Hayden. We are proud of our rural roots, and we seek a candidate who
understands and embraces what makes this region unique and is committed to make this region their
home.
Compensation and Benefits
CSFF offers a full and generous benefits package including full health insurance for family,
retirement program, liberal vacation package, ski pass, and a quality work environment
Salary is commensurate with qualifications and experience, with an anticipated salary range
of $85K - $95K per year
The CSFF staff enjoys a healthy work/life balance
CSFF is dedicated to the growth of their employees and is committed to investing in
professional and skill development
Relocation packages will be considered for candidates moving from outside the region

The ideal candidate will utilize their experience, knowledge, and relentless curiosity to fulfill the
following responsibilities:
Relationship Building
Develop relationships with our funding partners (grantees) that foster trust and respect
Cultivate relationships with other grantmakers and seek opportunities to coordinate funding
efforts
Grantmaking and Capacity Building
Evaluate funding proposals and, in partnership with staff, make funding recommendations to
the Board of Directors
Track the impact of funding commitments and partner organizations through data and
evaluation
Review and analyze partner organization budgets and provide guidance for sustainability
Identify additional areas of support to assist partner organizations in achieving their optimal
potential
Advocacy and Impact
Seek opportunities for enhanced advocacy and collaboration for partner organizations
Work closely with community organizations and local leaders to identify needs, leveraging
data wherever possible
Remain current on emerging trends in philanthropy and the nonprofit community
This position requires a breadth of knowledge rather than depth in one area of interest. Most
important is a strong understanding of effective funding strategies and a familiarity with approaches
to measure the impact of our work within the communities we serve.
Candidates should possess the following qualifications
A clear commitment to the mission and vision of CSFF
Minimum of five years grantmaking, research, or nonprofit leadership experience
Ability to analyze and synthesize quantitative and qualitative data
Knowledge of rural communities and best practices for nonprofit organizations
Openness and flexibility to diverse ideas and an inclination to learn new concepts
Creative problem-solver with natural intellectual curiosity

We encourage qualified candidates from all backgrounds to apply, especially those that have unique
knowledge of the local issues facing our region. CSFF is an Equal Opportunity Employer and
welcomes a diversity of perspectives and experiences.

This role will remain open until filled. The priority application deadline is July 7, 2021. Candidate
materials will be reviewed on an ongoing basis and initial interviews will begin in late June.
To be considered, please submit a resume and cover letter (in a single word doc or PDF) expressing
your interest in the position to search@whiteriverstrategy.com. Early applications are strongly
encouraged.

Questions about this position are welcome and should be directed to Mike Quinn at White River Strategy.
Email: Mike@whiteriverstrategy.com

White River Strategy is a Colorado-based, strategic consulting firm with a focus on
leadership development and community building.
For more information, please visit www.whiteriverstrategy.com.

